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Abstract
Many Austronesian languages bar Labial - V0 - Labial sequences, which occur as a result of
infixation with a particular infix *-um-, reconstructed for Proto-Austronesian and inherited by
the languages discussed. These languages appear to use diverse repair strategies for such
sequences, e.g. fusion of the offending consonants, gaps in the morphological paradigms, or
reanalysis of the infix as a prefix (Zuraw and Lu 2009). Because this phenomena bears on many
divergent genetically related languages, and appears to be morphologically restricted to patterns
with reflexes of *-um-, diachronic exploration is likely to be fruitful. I will explore a subset of
the repair strategies, providing an overview of possible synchronic analyses (cf. Alderete 1997),
and attempt to motivate a novel diachronic phonetically-motivated analysis, in line with the
typology of sound change codified in Evolutionary Phonology (Blevins 2004).
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Introduction
A recent paper by Zuraw and Lu (2009) presents an interesting and well-constructed analysis

of data from various Austronesian languages which seem to support a basic tenet of Optimality
Theory (hereafter OT): the idea that a markedness constraint (in the analysis at hand, one which
bans sequences of labial consonants) should generate a number of repair strategies, depending on
its relative ranking with other constraints. This idea is often referred to as the factorial typology
prediction of OT. This is a critical prediction, because OT seeks to model the phonologies of all
languages as consisting of a finite set of universal constraints. These constraints consist of at
least three types, listed below. Examples are from Kager’s Optimality Theory (1999).
Context-free markedness, e.g *VNASAL which dictates that vowels must not be nasal.
Context-sensitive markedness, e.g. *VORALN which dictates that vowels must not be oral
before a tautosyllabic nasal.
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Faithfulness, e.g. Ident-IO(nasal) which dictates that corresponding segments in input
(underlying forms) and output (surface forms) must have identical values for [nasal].
The basis of OT is that languages vary not by having independent sets of constraints, but by
varying the relative importance (ranking) of the existing set of universal constraints. The
constraints are violable, but the higher one is ranked, the less acceptable it is for a form to
surface which violates that constraint. The factorial typology idea is that the relevant ranking of
constraints should generate a number of ways (repair strategies) to solve any given issue of
markedness, and one would expect many of the possible repair strategies, if not all of them, to be
attested in the world’s languages. To illustrate, imagine two constraints, constraint A and
constraint B. The relative ranking of these constraints would generate three possible grammars.
If A dominates B, then B may be violated and candidates where B is violated but A is not can
surface. If B dominates A then candidates where A is violated but B is not can surface. It is also
possible for A and B to not be critically ranked with regard to each other, in which case neither
will have more influence than the other on the candidates that surface. The existence of such
related grammars is essential for OT to remain a viable model of phonological grammars. If none
can be found, it becomes less desirable as a grammatical framework.
The purpose of this paper is to explore the evidence which has recently been put forward by
Zuraw and Lu (2009). Zuraw and Lu look at a number of Austronesian languages which they see
as employing diverse repair strategies for a constraint they call *[STEM SONLAB V0 LAB, or in
some cases *[STEM LAB V0 LAB. Some languages discussed, e.g. Mayrinax Atayal, ban *-um- infixation
for non-sonorant initial stems, while others, like Tagalog, only ban sonorant-initial stems with LAB (V)
LAB sequences, thus the need for two versions of the constraint. For the purposes of this paper, I have

slightly modified their constraints which they define inline (p. 200).
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(1) Zuraw and Lu (2009) labial sequences markedness constraint
a. *[STEM LAB V0 LAB: forbids a stem from beginning with a labial if the next
consonant is also labial.
b. *[STEM SONLAB V0 LAB: forbids a stem from beginning with a sonorant labial if
the next consonant is also labial.
They also propose a number of other constraints, and show how these constraints can interact
with the critical one to create a number of repairs for the same marked structure. The data
involved are stems which employ a particular infix, *-um-, which appears in a number of
Austronesian languages. A large number of repairs are discussed, but this paper will focus on
two cases. The first is fusion in Mayrinax Atayal, where the marked labial sequence is repaired
by fusing the stem labial and the affix labial. The second is an example of a paradigm gap in
Tagalog, where sonorant labial-initial stems cannot take the *-um- infix, creating a paradigm
gap. This paper considers a few issues that exist in the Zuraw and Lu analysis, and explores
possible ways to resolve those issues, including a novel diachronic analysis.
One of the issues is that the block to bilabial sequences seems to only hold for a particular
morpheme (the *-um- infix). Morphological restriction seems to motivate a historical
explanation, rather than a synchronic one, as one would expect a synchronic process to be active
elsewhere outside of a single morphological paradigm, but there is very little evidence showing
that the constraint holds elsewhere within the language.
2

Factorial typology and conspiracy
A major claim of OT is that synchronic phonological grammars are made up of universal

markedness constraints and faithfulness constraints, defined in the introduction. What varies and
allows for linguistic diversity is the relative ranking of these constraints. If this is in fact the case
then, as discussed earlier, it should be possible to “repair” or deal with any marked structure in a
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number of ways, depending on how many constraints are involved. The various possible
rankings create a “factorial typology” of possible grammars, each one pertaining to a different
constraint ranking. A major benefit of an OT approach is that it can relate process to one another,
by attributing them to the same markedness constraint, where a rule-based account would not be
able to make the same connection. Kager (1999) illustrates this abstractly using the following set
of rules:
A set of functionally coherent rules (Kager 1999)
a. A  B / X __ Y
b. A  C / X __ Y
c. A  ∅ / X __ Y

d. Y  Z / XA __
e. ∅  B / XA __ Y
f. X  ∅ / __ AY

Kager points out that in rule-based theories, there is no formal way to note the fact that all of
these rules function to avoid the structure *XAY. OT, on the other hand, is well-equipped to
handle situations, often called conspiracies, where diverse phonological processes seem to have
the same goal. Avoidance of a particular configuration can be attributed to a universal
markedness constraint which is the same across different grammars.
An issue for OT is that there are often “too many solutions.” That is, the logically possible
set of rankings for some set of constraints offers more solutions to a marked structure than
actually appear in any known language. While it is not necessary to assume that every possible
grammar is attested, one would expect many grammars to be generated in response to any given
markedness constraint. This is not always the case: a commonly referenced observation is one
made by Donca Steriade (2001/2008) and further discussed by Blevins 2006. Steriade points out
that the markedness of word-final voicing is almost always repaired by word-final devoicing, and
not by word-final vowel epenthesis, word-final metathesis, or word-final deletion. This is
discussed more thoroughly in subsection 2.2.
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2.1 Factorial typology as a tenant of OT
Kager (1999 pp. 35-43) demonstrates the factorial typology prediction of OT using vowel
nasality as an example. His claim is not that the set of possible grammars generated by a set of
constraints must all be attested. Rather, he simply claims that in many instances OT predicts
more than one grammar for a given set of constraints. By varying the relative ranking of the
following constraints, he shows that a number of attested grammars can be defined.
Kager’s vowel nasality constraints (pp. 28-29)
(2) *VORALN: Before a tautosyllabic nasal, vowels must not be oral.
(3) *VNASAL: Vowels must not be nasal.
(4) IDENT-IO(NASAL): Correspondent segments in input and output have identical values for
[nasal].
At least 4 grammars are logically possible, using different relative rankings of these constraints,
and in fact at least four of them are actually attested. The following is my schematization based
on Kager’s discussion of the facts. The example languages do not necessarily conclusively make
use of the constraint ranking shown, but rather are languages for which the listed constraint
ranking could conceivably predict the surface forms of that language as they appear.
Kager’s schematization of a factorial typology
No variation of nasality in vowels:

3 > 2, (4)1

(Warlpiri2)

Allophonic variation:

2>3>4

(English, see Kager pp. 31)

Positional neutralization:

2>4>3

(Dutch, see Kager pp. 40)

Full contrast:

4 > 2, 3

( Lakhota3 )

1

Note also that Warlpiri does not have nasal vowels whatsoever, thus it is impossible to tell whether the
constraint in (4) is ranked as listed, or active whatsoever; I have suggested that it is possible Warlpiri is an example
of this constraint ranking, but this is perhaps untrue.
2
Warlpiri is not mentioned by Kager, but it is a language which does not seem to have vowel nasalization. See
Butcher & Anderson (2008) for brief mention and further references.
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That these various grammars are attested is interesting, and seems to suggest that it is possible
for factorial typologies to exist. Still, it is possible to account for these facts without referencing
universal constraints, and OT seems to predict that such cases of diverse repair should be
widespread. This paper looks at one case which is put forward as an example of diverse repairs
motivated by a markedness constraint, which ultimately may not be best captured in such terms.
2.2 Issues for OT and factorial typologies
Donca Steriade (2001/2008) argues for the addition of a mechanism she calls P-map addition
into OT. While the exact properties of P-map and every argument in favor it are not relevant to
this paper, her major objection to “vanilla” OT, which motivated her to propose P-map, is quite
relevant.
[A]ttested phonological systems display less diversity than predicted by versions
of Optimality Theory (OT) in which correspondence and phonotactic constraints
interact freely. […] [T]he range of pairings between constraint violation and
“repair strategy” is more limited than current versions of OT will lead one to
expect (Steriade, 2001/2008).
Steriade goes on to use the widely accepted markedness of word-final voicing for obstruents as
an example where the number of available repairs far outweigh what is actually attested. She
formulates the constraint as follows:
(1) *[+VOICE]/_]: voiced obstruents do not occur at the end of the word.
She also provides a table to illustrate the available repair strategies:

3

Lakhota is not mentioned by Kager, but is a language which has a nasal/oral contrast in vowels which does not
appear to be positionally neutralized, although nasal spreading does occur to sonorant consonants. See Michaud et
al. (to appear) for brief mention and further references.
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Table 1: Conceivable grammatical responses to the violation of (1) in UR / tœb/:
Change in UR, to satisfy (1)

Corresponding constraint ranking

a. Devoicing: /tœb/ -> [tœp]

*[+VOICE]/_] >> Ident [±voice]

b. Nasalization: /tœb/ -> [tœm]

*[+VOICE]/_] >> Ident [±nasal]

c. Lenition to glide: /tœb/ -> [tœw] *[+VOICE]/_] >> Ident [±consonantal]
d. C-Deletion: /tœb/ -> [tœ]

*[+VOICE]/_] >> MAX C

e. V-Insertion: /tœb/ -> [tœbə4]

*[+VOICE]/_] >> DEP V

f. Segment reversal: /tœb/ -> [bœt] *[+VOICE]/_] >> Linearity (segments)
g. Feature reversal: /tœb/ ->[dœp]

*[+VOICE]/_] >> Linearity (for features)

According to Steriade the only actually attested repair is the one listed in Table 1a: word-final
devoicing. That is to say, patterns such as the following do not occur in any known language
(figure 1 is Steriade’s).
Figure 1: Deletion of final voiced obstruents
(a) Before vowel:
(b) Word final:

tud-a tat-a
↓
↓
tu
tat

tib-a
↓
ti

top-a tug-a tek-a
↓
↓
↓
top
tu
tek

There are a few ways to explain the lack of diversity with regard to word final devoicing. One,
which seems unlikely, is to say that purely by coincidence, all languages where *[+VOICE]/_] is
ranked highly enough to affect output, it is ranked below all other relevant constraints except
Ident [±voice]. Considering the number of languages where word-final devoicing is relevant,
coincidence seems far-fetched. Another possibility is the approach that Steriade takes: it is
indeed the case that in all languages where *[+VOICE]/_] is ranked highly enough to affect
output, it is ranked below all other relevant constraints besides Ident [±voice]; however, rather
4

The actual quality of the epenthesized vowel is unclear from Steriade’s table her symbol is [`]. Schwa is used
for maximal clarity, as its phonetic properties are irrelevant to this paper.
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than coincidence, some other mechanism (such as P-map) is at work, forcing the similarities in
rankings. I will leave it to the reader to explore Steriade’s work and decide whether that is the
right course to take, as I am more interested in exploring a third possibility: perhaps universal
markedness constraints are not the way to account for cross-linguistically common phenomena.
. Perhaps there is a more direct way to account for cross-linguistic similarity, such as a theory
of language change which can explain diachronically how sound patterns evolve naturally within
a language through phonetically well understood instances of articulatory variation,
misperception, and reanalysis. One such alternative is Blevins’ (2004) Evolutionary Phonology,
which lays out the groundwork for exactly such a system (the book and theory have the same
title, and the abbreviation EP will hereafter refer to the theory). In fact, Blevins 2006 explores
similar facts to those looked at by Steriade and reviewed above, and suggests a compelling
diachronic analysis for the pervasiveness of word-final devoicing couched in EP. Her proposal is
essentially that phrase-final gestures, such as laryngeal spreading, laryngeal closing, and segment
lengthening, can result in the percept of a voiceless obstruent, even when a voiced one is
intended. Because phrase-finality and word finality generally coincide, it is conceivable that
tokens containing voiceless final percepts are, for words that had a voiced final segment in the
mental representation of prior generations, recorded as having a voiceless final segment due to
CHOICE (defined in section 7). It is also possible for word-final position to lead to non-release of
voiced obstruents, again resulting in voiceless percepts which are adopted as mental
representations by later generations.
Thus, the central difference between an EP versus OT approach is that sound patterns in EP
are viewed as complete and explainable patterns, while in OT they are deconstructed into
constraint sets that include central markedness constraints. As a consequence, final devoicing is
8

examined in EP with an attempt to understand why devoicing occurs word-phrase-finally. Once
it is made clear that there is in fact a plausible reason for word-final devoicing to occur, it
becomes clear why final voiced obstruents do not delete, metathesize, or trigger final epenthesis
in the same position. In contrast, the markedness approach predicts that the occurrence of a
markedness violation in the synchronic grammar will give rise to a more optimal surface form,
and must explain why the multiple potential repairs fail to occur. For more on this analysis see
Blevins 2006. Before exploring a diachronic theory for the data discussed in this paper, let us
look in more depth at the synchronic analysis that this paper responds to.
3

Dissimilation
The study by Zuraw and Lu (2009) which this paper responds to is a case of dissimilation,

and dissimilation has often been analyzed as a reflex of the Obligatory Contour Principle
(hereafter OCP). The OCP has a long and somewhat contentious history (cf. McCarthy 1986,
Odden 1986). Nonetheless, it remains an important issue in phonology, and its primary effect
seems to hold to some degree, if not absolutely and universally. A formulation provided by
Alderete (1997) follows:
(5) The Obligatory Contour Principle
Adjacent identical autosegments are prohibited.
Dissimilation is a problem for OT accounts, to a certain extent, because the OCP had previously
been treated as a constraint on phonological forms, and OT strives to be entirely surfaceoriented. Further, the OCP makes no reference to markedness, and the interaction between
markedness and faithfulness is what OT considers to be the primary motivator for phonological
process. In order to capture OCP-type dissimilatory effects, Alderete (1997) makes the following
suggestion:
9

(6) Dissimilation as Local Conjunction
OCP effects are derived by markedness constraints, doubled in a local context.
Alderete goes on to propose an example of one such “doubled” constraint, which is quite
relevant to this paper, in order to account for certain facts in Tashlhiyt Berber:
(7) *PL/LAB2Stem: Ban any stem with two segments with independent Place specifications
[labial].
This constraint is actually quite similar to what Zuraw and Lu 2009 proposes. Alderete uses this
constraint, ranked above the faithfulness constraint for place, as a way to motivate change of
place dissimilation. The result is that while labials surface in stems, stems that would have more
than one labial undergo dissimilation, with one labial becoming coronal.
Another example is proposed in a 2002 paper by Tore Nesset, which provides an account for
vowel-height dissimilation in certain dialects of Russian using a pair of locally-conjoined
constraints, shown below:
(8) *[αHIGH]2FOOT: Vowels with the same specification for [high] are prohibited within the
foot.
(9) *[αLOW]2FOOT: Vowels with the same specification for [low] are prohibited within the
foot.
These constraints are ranked higher than their non-locally conjoined counterparts, *[HIGH] and
*[LOW] so that while high and low vowels can occur, they cannot occur twice in the same foot.
The markedness constraint proposed by Zuraw and Lu 2009 differs from these accounts,
but nonetheless seems to be an OCP-type effect. I discuss this again in section 6.1, along with
whether Local Constraint Conjunction should be used in the analysis of Austronesian *-um-.
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4

The Zuraw and Lu analysis.
Zuraw and Lu, in their 2009 paper “Diverse repairs for multiple labial consonants,” claim

that a survey of Austronesian languages supports the tenants of OT by demonstrating, in
different daughter languages of proto-Austronesian, a number of different repairs for the same
marked structure, just as OT predicts should be the case. The structure in question is any series
of labial consonants generated by infixation of “-um-,” with the caveat that in some languages
only sonorant-labial initial stems are banned from co-occurring with following labial consonants.
The meaning of this affix, which has been reconstructed in Proto-Austronesian, varies slightly
across the languages that have inherited it, but generally serves to manipulate focus. One
example of a repair appears in Mayrinax Atayal, where “ask (actor focus)” /p-um-aqut/
undergoes fusion to surface as [m-aqut].
One issue is that the phenomena under discussion appear to be morphologically
restricted: that is, labial sequence repairs only occur around a particular infix, “-um-,” and
nowhere else. This type of pattern seems to be more similar to “static lexical dissimilation” as
described by Alderete and Frisch (2006), rather than a dynamic process. A closer look at the
phenomena in question seems to support a diachronic analysis. The morphological restriction of
the process, along with some inconsistences regarding what the marked structure actually looks
like, makes a synchronic account problematic. This is discussed further in section 5.1.
Zuraw and Lu support an OT analysis which requires a constraint of some resemblance to the
following. I have previously introduced it, but repeat it below for convenience:
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(1) Zuraw and Lu (2009) labial sequences markedness constraint
a. *[STEM LAB V0 LAB: forbids a stem from beginning with a labial if the next
consonant is also labial.
b. *[STEM SONLAB V0 LAB: forbids a stem from beginning with a sonorant labial if
the next consonant is also labial.
In order for any repair to be active, this constraint must dominate at least one of the relevant
faithfulness constraints. In the case of the paradigm gap in Tagalog, the markedness constraint
must also dominate MPARSE5, which disallows paradigm gaps. Note that while MPARSE is not
ideal as a system for dealing with paradigm gaps, I will follow Zuraw and Lu 2009 in its use.
The purpose of this paper is not to propose how OT should handle paradigm gaps, so I will leave
the reader to investigate alternative methods (cf. Orgun and Sprouse 1999). The relevant
constraints are defined below: 6
(10) MPARSE: punishes paradigm gaps.
(11) FAITH(PLACE): punishes stems in which any place feature in the output is different from
that of the input.
(12) FAITH(MANNER): punishes stems in which any manner feature in the output is different
from that of the input.
(13) MAX: punishes stems in which some feature present in the input is missing from the
output (deletion).
Zuraw and Lu posit tolerance, gapping, fusion/deletion, loss of sonorance, and place
dissimilation, in stem or infix, as the possible repair strategies. “Gapping” here is meant to refer
to a grammar where the marked structure is neither tolerated nor repaired, but rather barred from
utterance. That is, there is a “gap” in the morphological paradigm in any place one might expect
5

MParse is a problematic system for explaining paradigm gaps. It is not clear how a “gap” could arise as a
potential candidate, since the phonological grammar has no insight into the structure of the lexicon (and thus doesn’t
know it is dealing with a “paradigm”). It also isn’t clear that a “gap” could ever violate any constraint, since it has
no underlying features or timing slots to be evaluated. For further criticism of this constraint, and a possible
alternative, see Orgun and Sprouse (1999)
6
These constraints from the Zuraw and Lu (2009) paper are my approximations of what I get from their prose.
They do not formalize the constraints themselves.
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to find *-um- affixed to a sonorant labial-initial stem. The following schematize the proposed
rankings, generating the diverse repairs discussed.
TOLERANCE:

{10, 11, 12, 13} >> *[STEM SONLAB V0 LAB

GAPS:

*[STEM SONLAB V0 LAB >> {11, 12, 13} >> MPARSE

FUSION:

{10, 11, 12} >> *[STEM SONLAB V0 LAB >> MAX

LOSS OF MANNER:

{10, 11, 13} >> *[STEM SONLAB V0 LAB >> FAITH(MANNER)

PLACE DISSIMILATION: {10, 12, 13} >> *[STEM SONLAB V0 LAB >> FAITH(PLACE)
Zuraw and Lu provide data from languages demonstrating each of these rankings: Tagalog
exhibits tolerance, except when a stem-initial labial is sonorant, which results in a gap. Timugon
Murut and Mayrinax Atayal are reported to exhibit fusion or deletion. Kavalan has what Zuraw
and Lu (2009) analyze as a change in manner of articulation, from consonant to vowel. Finally,
Limos Kalinga has change in place of articulation for the stem consonant, while Kulalao Paiwan
has change in place for the affixal consonant. More detailed illustration of the fusion and
paradigm gap cases follow.
4.1 Fusion
The analysis by Zuraw and Lu of the following data from Mayrinax Atayal treats the pattern
as fusion of the stem-initial consonant with the affix-internal consonant.
Stem-initial C
p
t
β

Stem
paqut
timamiʔ
βuq

Actor focus
m-aqut
t-um-imamiʔ
m-uq

Gloss
‘ask’
‘pickled meat’
‘squeeze’

To account for these data, the authors propose a constraint ranking wherein MParse, Faith(place),
and Faith(manner) all dominate what I will call the dissimilation constraint (in this case, (1a)
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*[STEM LAB V0 LAB), which dominates MAX. This results in deletion or fusion as the active repair
strategy.

/p-um-aqut/

MParse, Faith(place),
Faith(manner)

p-um-aqut
☞ m-aqut
t-um-aqut
gap

*[STEM LAB V0 LAB

MAX

*!
*
*!
*!

From the tableau above it is clear that the repair strategy could equally well be called deletion,
rather than fusion. In either case, the winning candidate is indeed the attested surface form.
While this analysis is successful in picking out the correct form from the potential candidates, the
overall approach is problematic in ways discussed later.
4.2 Paradigm gaps
Zuraw and Lu report that Tagalog tolerates labial sequences, except for instances where the
stem-initial sound is sonorant. Below is a truncated version of their table of surface forms
illustrating this fact:
Stem-initial C
p
t
b
m

Stem
pili
takot
bukas
maglútoq7

Actor focus, inifinitive/past
p-um-ili
t-um-akot
b-um-ukas
gap

Gloss
‘choose’
‘frighten’
‘open’
‘cook’

To rule out the possibility of an accidental gap, the authors reference a study of the acceptance of
nonce loans by Orgun and Sprouse (1999). Their data follow:

7

Zuraw and Lu do not provide a possible m-initial stem to host *-um- in their table. I have filled this in myself with a form
from Greenhill et al. 2008.
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m-initial loans cannot take -um-:8
foggy 
fumafagi na
cloudy 
kumaklawdi na
misty 
*mumimisti na

‘it’s foggy now’
‘it’s cloudy now’
‘it’s misty now’

The idea is that the acceptance of *-um- infixation with the loan kumaklawdi na “it’s cloudy
now,” and non-acceptance of *-um- with “misty,” shows the gap to be something other than
coincidence. Zuraw and Lu propose that their constraint *[STEM SONLAB V0 LAB is ranked above
MPARSE, which bans paradigm gaps. It must also be ranked the other relevant constraints
(FAITH(PLACE), FAITH(MANNER) AND MAX), so that other repairs are not available. The
prediction is that forms where *-um- would be affixed to sonorant labial-initial stems are
disallowed, and no alternative candidate can surface. Note that while there is a clear gap for [m]
initial stems, it is less clear that the block on *-um- infixation holds for [w] initial stems. Zuraw
and Lu point out that there is an attested form, [w-um-agajwaj] meaning “to wave (actor focus),”
but the Orgun and Sprouse (1999) study showed the nonce stem [wejl] “wail” to not be
acceptable with *-um- infixation. Zuraw and Lu (2009) admit that there analysis might need
adjustment, considering that [w] initial [w-um-agajwaj] exists, but in section 7.2 one will see that
the difference between [w] and [m] initial stems is natural in an EP-style analysis. The following
tableau demonstrates:

/m-um-imisti/
m-um-imisti
gap
m-imisti
u-imisti
n-um-imisti

☞

*[STEM SONLAB V0 LAB

FAITH(PLACE),
FAITH(MANNER), MAX

MPARSE

*!
*
*!
*!
*!

Orgun and Sprouse note that these examples involve reduplication in addition to infixation: tawag ‘call’  tumatawag is a
grammatical output of this particular morphological construction.
8
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This analysis is somewhat problematic (as discussed in footnote 5 and the previously referenced
Orgun and Sprouse) but nonetheless demonstrates how a paradigm gap can be represented using
OT. The fact that the dissimilation constraint must dominate the labial faithfulness constraint,
however, is ultimately problematic because labial sequences do occur, just not in the context of
the *-um- infix.
5

Universality
It is important to consider seriously any and all constraints proposed in a theory like OT

because the constraints are assumed to be universal. If progress is to be made in the direction of
documenting and understanding the grammars of human languages, and the human language
capacity, we must be certain that we know what phenomena are the result of a particular
language’s idiosyncrasies, and what phenomena can be attributed to the human organism, so as
not to confound the study of one with data which should be looked at through the lens of the
other. Any universal, or component of Universal Grammar (hereafter UG), should to some
degree effect every language across the world, and thus represents a mechanism which need not
be incorporated into an individual language’s machinery. Taken seriously, every element added
to UG makes every other language simpler in a certain sense. If things are attributed to UG
which should not be, researchers may be assuming that a language of study has access to
machinery (elements of UG) which are really not at play, and then miss an important property of
that individual language.
It is in this light that I wish to again investigate the data that Zuraw and Lu’s 2009 paper is
concerned with. If it is possible to explain those data without reference to a universal constraint,
then it is worth considering whether that analysis is perhaps preferable in some way. If it is found
to at least work as well, then it is worth considering whether the proposed universal is perhaps
16

not universal after all, so as to ensure that future researchers do not assume without consideration
that the universal constraint proposed indeed exists in every language.
5.1 Markedness of Labial V0 Labial sequences
An important question to ask is, to what extent does the primary constraint proposed by
Zuraw and Lu seemed to represent an actual instance of markedness? One way to investigate this
issue is to look at how common or uncommon these kinds of sequences are, compared to other
supposedly marked sequences. Alderete and Frisch (2006) construct the following table from
another author’s set of 53 examples of dissimilation.
Table 2: Examples from Suzuki 1998 (n = 53, of 21 features; 2.5 expected frequency)
(a)

(b)

(c)

Place, total
[place] (homorganic)
[labial]
[coronal]
[dorsal]
[pharyngeal]

15
5
7
2
0
1

Laryngeal, total
[±voice]
[±constricted glottis]
[±spread glottis]
[tone] (H and L)

8
3
1
1
3

Liquids, total
[liquid]
[±lateral]
[rhotic]/[retroflex]

10
1
4
5

(d)

Major class, total
[±consonant]
[±sonorant]
[±approximant]

0
0
0
0

(e)

Vowel features, total
[±high]
[±low]
[±back]

8
2
4
2

(f)

Manner, total
[±continuant]
[±nasal]
[±strident]

3
2
1
0

(g)

Other, total
NC cluster
Length

9
3
6

While this table is not exhaustive, or even “appropriate for statistical analysis,” as Alderete and
Frisch put it, it certainly does seem to suggest that place dissimilation, and in particular labial
dissimilation, is fairly common.
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I already briefly mentioned the restriction of labial sequences in Tashliyt Berber, as analyzed by
Alderete (1997). Another important example of this type of phenomenon is discussed by Moira Yip
(1988): a number of different labial sequences configurations appear to be banned in Cantonese. Within a
rhyme9, a rounded (thus labial) vowel can never be followed by a labial consonant. There is also a
constraint against labial onsets followed by non-back rounded vowels. Yip attributes the limited nature of
this constraint, where only [-back] vowels are affected, to a difference in the underlying value for [labial]
between front and back vowels. Yip’s section is essentially that front vowels are underlying specified as
[labial], but [+back] vowels undergo rounding through labial spreading from the onset. This could also be
viewed as a case of contextual markedness, where the frontness of the onset consonant requires that front
vowels dissimilate, but does not affect back vowels. Finally, labial sequences of the type discussed in this
paper, i.e. Lab (V) Lab, are also banned.
Interestingly, these constraints in Cantonese are not active in loan words, with the possible exception
10

of the rhyme-internal constraint . This apparent dormancy seems to suggest that a diachronic explanation
might be available. There is no doubt that labial sequences are avoided in some languages. The question
is whether such sequences are actively blocked in synchronic grammars, as would be suggested by a
universal constraint against them, or rather are common because phonetic factors tend to lead to their
elimination through diachronic sound change.

6

Morphological restriction
As mentioned before, an issue with the claims of Zuraw and Lu (2009) is that they

propose a markedness constraint, which indicates that the phonological processes they are
exploring are active synchronic phenomena, but they provide no evidence that the constraints are

9

This is a syllabic structural term. A rhyme is any nucleus V and any subsequent heterosyllabic non-nuclear
material, e.g. VC in CVC.CV. An onset is any preceding heterosyllabic non-nuclear material, e.g. C in CV.
10
Yip (1988) notes that the only ready example of a loan with the relevant structure is ‘Rome’ which is
borrowed as [lɔma]. This could be epenthesis of [a] as a repair strategy for the rhyme-internal constraint, which is
what Yip proposes, but Yip also admits that it could be a direct borrowing from the Italian Roma.
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active outside of the morphological paradigm they are dealing with. In fact, it is not: Mayrinax
Atayal, which is supposed to employ fusion, has for example the form mamuux meaning “blood”
(Greenhill et al. 2008). Further, as stated by Zuraw and Lu (2009) the processes are not active for
similar sequences generated by prefixation, which is why they formulate their constraint to only
be active at the left edge of a stem. Still, the morphogically restricted nature of the processes is
problematic because OT generally has difficulty differentiating derived environments from nonderived ones.
Nonetheless, there are a few ways to address this concern. Below, I outline a couple of
mechanisms that have been proposed as additions to OT, and show that they can at least partially
restrict the process to those data which undergo the alternation. Ultimately, it might be best to
describe the phenomena in a way that does rely on a universal constraint, and instead attribute
the commonality of such phenomena to phonetically-motivated historical sound change. It is
perfectly reasonable to describe the sound patterns that are attested using a synchronic
framework based on constraints or ordered rules, but an OT account is problematic because it
attempts to posit a universal which does not seem to be empirically well supported. This is
discussed further in section 7.
6.1 Local conjunction
Let us again consider Local Constraint Conjunction, and its application for the Austronesian
data. As mentioned earlier, the Zuraw and Lu dissimilation constraint looks very similar to the
local conjunction example from Alderete (1997), but differs slightly. Both are repeated below for
convenience:
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(1) Zuraw and Lu (2009) labial sequences markedness constraint
a. *[STEM LAB V0 LAB: forbids a stem from beginning with a labial if the next
consonant is also labial.
b. *[STEM SONLAB V0 LAB: forbids a stem from beginning with a sonorant labial if
the next consonant is also labial.
(7) *PL/LAB2Stem: Ban any stem with two segments with independent Place specifications
[labial].
a.
The reader will notice that the primary difference between this constraint and the Alderete (1997)
one is that one of the labials must be sonorant. That variation is in place primarily to account for
Tagalog data, which show that Tagalog tolerates labial sequences where the stem consonant is
not sonorant. They limit the constraint to the stem domain, because they recognize that
prefixation does not trigger dissimiliation. Still, the constraint remains problematic in the face of
forms such as mamuux “blood.” Mayrinax Atayal, discussed in section 3.1 above, repairs
instances of *-um- infixation via fusion. Alderete’s constraint in (7) works equally well for the
Mayrinax Atayal, but does not solve the issue of forms such as mamuux “blood” which surface
containing the marked structure. One could locally conjoin the constraint within a different
domain, but there does not seem to be one available which excludes prefixed items and roots but
includes infixed items. The local conjunction of constraints, while useful for dissimilation
accounts in general, does not seem to provide a solution for maintaining a general phonological
process to account for the data presented by Zuraw and Lu.
6.2 Lexically indexed constraints
A more direct approach for dealing with morphologically restricted phenomena is to index
constraints to particular groups of lexemes. This has been employed by a number of
phonologists, including a 2010 proposal by Maria Gouskova. Gouskova makes use of lexically
indexed constraints in order to account for differing stress patterns in Russian. Essentially, some
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words are underlyingly accented, while others are not. The unaccented words, which have stress
derived by the phonology, differ with regard to whether the head and thus the main stress is
aligned with the left or right edge of the Prosodic Word. She captures this with the following
constraints:
(10) ALIGN-R(PWD, HEAD)B: ‘The right edge of a PWd coincides with the right edge of the
Head of the PWd.’ [Indexed to Pattern B roots]
(11) ALIGN-L(PWD, HEAD): ‘The left edge of a PWd coincides with the left edge of the Head
of the PWd.’
A subset of the lexicon is indexed “B” and the B-indexed constraint is ranked higher, resulting in
two patterns.
The way this type of analysis would play out for the previously discussed Mayrinax
Atayal data is demonstrated below:
/p-umB-aqut/
☞
☞

p-um-aqut
m-aqut
gap
t-um-aqut

IDENT(LABIAL), MPARSE,
IDENT(MANNER)

*[STEM LAB V0 LABB

MAX

*!
*
*!
*!

/ mamuux /
amuux
mamuux
☞
mauux

*!
*!

While this does elegantly capture morphologically restricted phenomena, it is non-explanatory.
That is, one must simply stipulate that certain morphemes are indexed as “B,” and others are not.
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Where I have seen explanation for morphologically restricted phenomena attempted, they
have almost all incorporated some type of historical factor. For example, it might be the
etymology of words which determines what pattern is followed, or some phenomena might
reflect a language change which occurred before or after the unaffected forms were introduced.
The OT framework itself does nothing to illustrate such explanations, even when employing
lexically indexed constraints. Finally, recall that OT posits all constraints to be universal, with
only their relative ranking varying between languages. A system like lexical-indexation is
problematic, because it seems absurd to assume that a constraint like *[STEM LAB V0 LABB where
“B” marks it as being indexed to a subset of Mayrinax Atayal (or even Austronesian) lexemes, is
universal. Different languages clearly have different lexemes, and it is problematic to assume that UG
would contain a constraint indexed to particular morphemes of a particular language that do not occur in
all languages. It appears to be reasonable to assume that a historically-based account might better

fit the data, while also being naturally explanatory.
7

A diachronic account: “Labial sequence repair” as sound change
If the best synchronic account in any case represents diachronic facts, then perhaps it is

worthwhile to consider a diachronic analysis. One of the benefit of attributing the patterns
illustrated by Zuraw and Lu to historical factors is that the morphological restricted nature of the
issue naturally falls out. It is not an active synchronic process at all, but rather a change in
particular lexemes which happened over time due to phonetic factors and chance. It is also far
more explanatory and less stipulatory than any synchronic account, and removes any concerns
regarding whether the structure in question is indeed universally marked.
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I hope to provide an analysis in line with Blevins’ (2004) Evolutionary Phonology, which
attributes most phonological phenomena to one of three sources of phonetically-based sound
change. Definitions for the types of phonetically-based sound changed follow.
A general typology of sound change, S = speaker, L = listener (Blevins 2006)






Change: The phonetic signal is misperceived by the listener due to: acoustic similarities
between the utterance and the perceived utterance; and biases of human perceptual
system.
S says [anpa]
L hears [ampa]
Chance: The phonetic signal is accurately perceived by the listener but is intrinsically
phonologically ambiguous. The listener associates a phonological form with the utterance
which differs from the phonological form in the speaker’s grammar.
S says [ʔaʔ] for /aʔ/ L hears [ʔaʔ], thinks /ʔa/
Choice: Multiple phonetic variants of a single phonological form are accurately
perceived by the listener. The listener (a) acquires a proto-type or best exemplar which
differs from that of the speaker; and/or (b) associates a phonological form withthe set of
variants which difers from the phonological form in the speaker’s grammar.
S says [tuʔəlaŋ], [tuʔəlaŋ], [tuʔlaŋ] for /tuʔəlaŋ/
L hears [tuʔəlaŋ], [tuʔəlaŋ], [tuʔlaŋ], and assumes /tuʔlaŋ/

The case of labial dissimilation likely involves several steps diachronically, and is discussed in
more detail in the following subsections. It is worth noting that Blevins’ theory includes a
mechanism very similar to the OCP, but which is active only for language acquisition, rather
than as a synchronically active grammatical property.
Blevins’ (2004, p. 152) Feature-to-segment Mapping Principle (FMP)
In the learning algorithm which allows listeners to interpret the phonetic string as a
sequence of segments, a phonetic feature Fp, whose domain overlaps with other segmentdefining phonetic features is assumed to have a unique featural source /S F/ in the
phonological representation (where F may be a feature of feature-complex).
Below, I will explore in more detail how phonetically-based sound change might explain fusion
and paradigm gaps, so as to provide the reader with alternative possible explanations for the
phenomena presented by Zuraw and Lu (2009) and previously discussed here. It is important to
note that because *-um- is an infix, it’s possible that it is not only unstressed, but in fact
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prosodically distinct from other vowels. This might lead special reductive processes, discussed in
the following sections, to affect this vowel, but not others in similar configurations. The fact that
this vowel could be special in this way lends support to the analysis presented below, because it
explains why it might undergo reductive processes that other vowels do not.
7.1 Fusion
Let us assume that in the grammar which Mayrinax Atayal is descended from, forms such as
*p-um-aqut, ‘ask,’ had an unstressed affixal vowel. There is a diachronic explanation available
for how that form could become [m-aqut] for a subsequent generation of speakers, and thus in
the grammar of Mayrinax Atayal. The unstressed labial vowel could be deleted for a couple of
reasons. This might be an instance of Chance, where the unstressed vowel is interpreted as a as a
predictable transition, which is not present in the phonological representation, but merely a reflex
of articulation in moving from [p] to [m]. Thus, while listeners accurately hear *p-um-aqut they
assume an underlying representation of */p-m-aqut/. It could also be an instance of Choice,
where speakers actually produce the unstressed labial vowel with varying intensity, perhaps even
omitting it in especially fast speech, because of difficulty with timing with three consecutive
labial segments. The result of either process is that while one generation of speakers is
pronouncing / p-um-aqut / as *[p-um-aqut], it is encoded as /p-m-aqut/ by the next generation.
Blevins (2004, p. 163) points out that *mu > m is a common sound change, occurring gradiently
in Nadrogaa Fijian, as well as more completely in Tawala and some Eastern Bantu languages
including Nyanja and Sukuma. Once a generation has encoded */p-m-aqut/, and thus pronounces
it without audible release for the initial [p], very few cues for the existence of that initial [p]
remain. This could motivate an instance of Change, where the signal is misperceived by the
listener, and and *[p-m-aqut] is encoded as /m-aqut/.
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(12) Fusion in Mayrinax Atayal
*p-um- > *p-m- > *mIt is possible to think of this process as being the result of Blevins’ (2004) FMP, defined above,
where the FMP is the perceptual bias which motivates an instance of Change. That is, the labial
feature shared by [p-um-] is interpreted as having just one source, and ultimately the multiple
timing slots which that feature historically attached to are reduced to a single timing slot. The
stems which do exist and contain labial consonant sequences, such as mamuux, would not be
affected by this process because the intervening vowel is not labial. The intervening vowel in
mamuux also cannot be interpreted as an automatic transition vowel between /m-m/, because
there is no movement required to articulate the later sound.
7.2 Paradigm gap
The paradigm gap found in Tagalog can be explained with the same mechanisms. First,
the tolerance of [p] initial stems affixed with *-um- in Tagalog, as opposed to the absence of
such cases in Mayrinax Atayal, can be attributed to chance. The process that led to its absence in
Mayrinax Atayal simply happened to not occur in Tagalog for those stems. The [m] initial stems
which are not present in Tagalog, e.g. *m-um-aglútoq ‘to cook (actor focus)’, could very well be
“eliminated” by the same sequence of sound change described for fusion in Mayrinax Atayal.
(13) Apparent paradigm gap in Tagalog
*m-um- > *m-m- > *mThe primary difference between Tagalog and Mayrinax Atayal is that in Tagalog the resulting
forms of this chain, e.g. *m-aglútoq, are not perceptibly different from the roots themselves, e.g.
maglútoq. The result is that the affixed form is essentially lost, because the presence of the infix
cannot be communicated. This analysis also makes it easy to explain the apparent difference in
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Tagalog between [m]-initial and [w]-initial stems, and their behavior with *-um-. Recall that
while there appear to be no [m]-initial stems that take *-um-, Zuraw and Lu (2009) point out that
there is at least [w]-initial one: [w-um-agajwaj] meaning “to wave (actor focus).” Such stems
would likely avoid elimination by the process above, because even if */w-um-agajwaj/ were
subject to the vowel deletion process, */w-m-agajwaj/ is more easily differentiated from
[wagajwaj] than *[m-m-agjwaj] would be from [magajwaj]. This could result in the reinsertion
of the vowel, schematized in (14a).
(14) Possible routes to maintenance of w-um-agajwaj in Tagalog
a. *w-um- > *w-m > *w-umb. No sound change
It’s also possible that [w]-initial stems would not undergo vowel deletion at all (14b), because
the vowel is not interpreted as a transition vowel.
It might also be possible to explain a gap in the *-um- morphological paradigm in
Tagalog using a diachronic analysis which does not follow the EP framework. As cited
previously, Blevins (2004, p.163) reports that *mu > m is a common sound change, due to
perceptual biases. Those same perceptual biases, if made apparent to speakers, might lead
speakers to simply avoid producing potentially difficult to perceive tokens. As such, sonorantlabial initial tokens like *m-um-aglútoq are not produced with *-um- infixation and fall out of
the language. Without positive evidence that *-um- can affix to [m] or [w] initial stems, speakers
might understandably be uncomfortable accepting nonce stems of the same type with *-uminfixation. Recall that such non-acceptance was put forward by Orgun and Sprouse (1999) as
evidence that the paradigm gap in Tagalog is non-accidental. This type of analysis relies on
intentionality, and is not in line with the theory of sound change proposed by Blevins (2004).
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Avoidance of this kind may or may not be something that plays out empirically; nonetheless, it
may be worth considering further.
7.3 Other repairs
Further study could likely provide EP-style analyses for the other phenomena presented
in Zuraw and Lu 2009. Recall that the authors posit place dissimilation in the stem, such as /pum-ija/ > [k-um-ija] in Limos Kalinga, place dissimilation in the affix, as with /p-m-iliq/ >
[p-n-iliq] in Kulalao Paiwan, and loss of manner, as in /β-m-uɾa/11 > [β-u-uɾa]. Each of these
processes represents a pattern which further research should be able to model within the EP
framework. EP is effective in accounting for the various phenomena surrounding long-domain
features like labiality, such as assimilation, harmony, metathesis, as well as other cases of
dissimilation (see Blevins 2004).
8

Conclusion
I have presented some of the basic concepts of OT. In particular I have described the

prediction that a grammar based on a finite set of universal constraints which are violable and
vary in relative ranking should generate diverse repairs for a given proscribed structure. I have
also considered evidence put forward by Zuraw and Lu (2009) that labial sequences created by
*-um- infixation constitutes an example of the predicted diverse repairs. I have shown that while
the analysis put forward by Zuraw and Lu is certainly elegant, it is not without issues. One such
issue in particular, the fact that the process seems to be morphologically restricted, has led me to
suggest that a diachronic analysis, based on phonetically-motivated sound change, may be
preferable to the OT account.
11

Zuraw and Lu state that it is unclear whether the affix is underlyingly /u/ or /m/, and so their analysis of it as
loss of nasalization /m/ > [u] is tentative. In non-sonorant labial initial stems such as /paʁit/ it surfaces as [m], e.g.
[p-m-aʁit], but after a sonorant labial intial stem, it surfaces as [u] as shown in the body of this paper.
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I have given possible analyses for both the fusion repair strategy of Mayrinax Atayal, and the
paradigm gap in Tagalog, showing that it is reasonable to treat such phenomena using the kind of
methodology put forward in Blevins’ (2004) Evolutionary Phonology. While it is still possible
for an OT account to work for the data discussed, adjustments are necessary, and such an account
remains somewhat stipulatory, where a sound-change analysis is more explanatory. Further
analysis might preference one approach over another, and it is certainly worth continuing to
study these facts. It is important to determine what aspects of any grammar belong to the human
organism as a whole (UG) and what are independent properties of a particular language. OT
assigns a very large portion of every grammar to UG, while a sound-change approach assumes
that much of what might appear to be universal is in fact common for other reasons, and that
much of our knowledge of sound patterns is language-specific and learned.
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